Peter the Great was both canonized and vilified by people of his time (and has been similarly treated by historians of today). Many condemned his methods of bringing a backward nation into the modern era. Probably the biggest critic of Peter's "Westernization" of Russia was the Russian Orthodox Church, a powerful force that controlled many theologically-based aspects of Russian culture—for example, the wearing of beards. As Peter encouraged travel between western Europe and Russia, new ideas—both secular and religious—were introduced to Russia, and the Russian Orthodox Church began to feel threatened.

There were those in Russia, however, that welcomed the things Peter did. After Peter died, these admirers began to mythologize his accomplishments. The panegyric included here was written after Peter's death on the occasion of the coronation of his daughter, Elizabeth, in 1741. Some people feel its purpose was to remind Elizabeth of the policies and deeds of her father. It was also an early contribution to the myth that has surrounded Peter the Great ever since.

. . . As I embark on this undertaking, with what shall I begin my discourse? With His bodily endowments? With the greatness of His strength? But it is manifest in his mastery of burdensome labors, labors without number, and in the overcoming of terrible obstacles. Shall I begin with His heroic appearance and stature combined with majestic beauty? But apart from the many who vividly call to mind an image of Him engraven in their memory, there is the witness of those in various states and cities who, drawn by His fame, flocked out to admire a figure appropriate to His deeds and befitting a great Monarch. Should I commence with His buoyancy of spirit? But that is proved by the tireless vigilance without which it would have been impossible to carry out deeds so numerous and great. Wherefore I do immediately proceed to present these deeds, knowing that it is easier to make a beginning than to reach the end and that this Great Man cannot be better praised than by him who shall enumerate His labors in faithful detail, were it but possible to enumerate them.

And so, to the extent that strength and the brevity of limited time will permit, we shall mention only His most important deeds, then the mighty obstacles therein overcome, and finally the virtues which aided Him in such enterprises.

As a part of His grand designs the all-wise Monarch provided as a matter of absolute necessity for the dissemination of all kinds of knowledge in the homeland, and also for an increase in the numbers of persons skilled in the higher branches of learning, together with artists and craftsmen; though I have given His paternal solicitude in this matter the most prominent place, my whole speech would not be long enough to describe it in detail. For, having repeatedly made the rounds of European states like some swift-soaring eagle, He did induce (partly by command and partly by His own weighty example) a great multitude of His subjects to leave their country for a time and to convince themselves by experience how great an advantage a person and an entire state can derive from a journey of inquiry in foreign regions. Then were the wide gates of great Russia opened up; then . . . the sons of Russia, journey(ed) forth to acquire knowledge in the various sciences and arts, and, in the other direction, foreigners arriving with various skills, books, and instruments. Then to the study of Mathematics and Physics, previously thought of as forms of sorcery and witchcraft, but now arrayed in purple, crowned with laurels, and placed on the Monarch's throne, reverential respect was accorded in the sanctified Person of Peter. What benefit was brought to us by all the different sciences and arts, bathed in such a glow of grandeur, is proved by the superabundant richness of our most varied pleasures, of which our forefathers, before the days of Russia's
Great Enlightener, were not only deprived but in many cases had not even any conception. How many essential things which previously came to Russia from distant lands with difficulty and at great cost are now produced inside the state, and not only provide for our needs but also with their surplus supply other lands. There was a time when the neighbors on our borders boasted that Russia, a great and powerful state, was unable properly to carry out military operations or trade without their assistance, since its mineral resources included neither precious metals for the stamping of coins nor even iron, so needful for the making of weapons with which to stand against an enemy. This reproach disappeared through the enlightenment brought by Peter; the bowels of the mountains have been opened up by his mighty and industrious hand. Metals pour out of them, and are not only freely distributed within the homeland but are also given back to foreign peoples as if in repayment of loans. The brave Russian army turns against the enemy weapons produced from Russian mines and Russian hands.

In the establishment of the sizable army needed for the defense of the homeland, the security of His subjects, and the unhindered carrying out of important enterprises within the country, how great was the solicitude of the Great Monarch, how impetuous His zeal, how assiduous His search of ways and means! . . . The impossible was made possible by extraordinary zeal, and above all by an unheard-of-example. In former times the Roman Senate, beholding the Emperor Trajan standing before the Consul to receive from him the dignity of Consul, exclaimed: "Through this thou art the greater, the more majestic!" What exclamations, what applause were due to Peter the Great for His unparalleled self-abasement? Our fathers beheld their crowned Sovereign not among the candidates for a Roman consulship but in the ranks of common soldiers, not demanding power over Rome, but obedient to the bidding of His subjects. O you beautiful regions, fortunate regions which beheld a spectacle so wondrous! Oh, how you marveled at the friendly contest of the regiments of a single Sovereign, both commander and subordinate, giving orders and obeying them! Oh, how you admired the siege, defense, and capture of new Russian fortresses, not for immediate mercenary gain but for the sake of future glory, not for putting down enemies but to encourage fellow country-men. Looking back at those past years, we can now imagine the great love for the Sovereign and the ardent devotion with which the newly instituted army was fired, seeing Him in their company at the same table, eating the same food, seeing His face covered with dust and sweat, seeing that He was no different from them, except that in training and in diligence He was superior to all. By such an extraordinary example the most wise Sovereign, rising in rank alongside His subjects, proved that Monarchs can in no other way increase their majesty, glory, and eminence so well as by such gracious condescension. The Russian army was toughened by such encouragement, and during the twenty years' war with the Swedish Crown, and later in other campaigns, filled the ends of the universe with the thunder of its weapons and with the noise of its triumphs. It is true that the first battle of Narva was not successful; but the superiority of our foes and the retreat of the Russian army have, through envy and pride, been exaggerated to their glorification and our humiliation, out of all proportion to the actual event. For although most of the Russian army had seen only two years' service and faced a veteran army accustomed to battle, although disagreement arose between our commanders, and a malicious turncoat revealed to the enemy the entire position in our camp, and Charles XII [of Sweden] by a sudden attack did not give the Russians time to form ranks -- yet even in their retreat they destroyed the enemy's willingness to fight on to final victory. Thus the only reason the Russian Life Guard, which had remained intact, together with another sizable part of the army, did not dare to attack the enemy thereafter was the absence of its main leaders, who had been summoned by Charles for peace talks and detained as prisoners. For this reason the Guards and the rest of the army returned to Russia with their arms and war chest, drums beating and banners flying. That this failure occurred more through the unhappy circumstances described than through any lack of skill in the Russian troops and that Peter's new army could, even in its infancy, defeat the seasoned regiments of the enemies, was proved in the next year and subsequently by many glorious victories won over them. . . .

Having cast a quick glance over Peter's land forces, which came to maturity in their infancy and combined their training with victories, let us extend our gaze across the waters, my Listeners; let us observe what the Lord has done there, His marvels on the deep, as made manifest by Peter to the astonishment of the world.

. . . From that very time when the contriving of a boat (which, though small in dimensions, was great in influence and fame) aroused in Peter's unsleeping spirit the salutary urge to found a fleet and to show forth the might of Russia on the deep, He applied the forces of His great mind to every part of this important enterprise. As He investigated these parts, He became convinced that in a matter so difficult there was no possibility of success unless He Himself acquired adequate knowledge of it. But where was that to be obtained? What should the Great Sovereign undertake? . . .
... But greater still was the amazement that He aroused, greater the spectacle that He presented to the
eyes of the whole world when ... He absented himself for a time from His dominions and, concealing the
Majesty of His Person among humble workmen in a foreign land, did not disdain to learn the shipwright's
craft. Those who chanced to be His fellow-apprentices at first marveled at the amazing fact that a Russian
had not only mastered simple carpentering work so quickly, had not only brought Himself to the point
where He could make with His own hands every single part needed in the building and equipping of ships,
but had also acquired such skills in marine architecture that Holland could no longer satisfy His deep
understanding. Then how great was the amazement that was aroused in all when they learned that this
was no simple Russian, but the Ruler of that great state Himself who had taken up heavy labors in hands
born and anointed to bear the Scepter and the Orb. But was it merely out of sheer curiosity or, at the
most, for purposes of instruction and command, that He did in Holland and Britain attain perfection in the
theory and practice of equipping a fleet and in navigational science? Everywhere the Great Sovereign
aroused His subjects to labor, not only by command and reward, but also by His own example! I call you to
witness, O great Russian rivers; I address myself to you, O happy shores, sanctified by Peter's footsteps
and watered by His sweat. How many times you resounded with high-spirited and eager cries as the heavy
timbers, ready for launching of the ship, were being slowly moved by the workmen and then, at the touch
of His hand, made a sudden spurt toward the swift current, inspiring the multitude, encouraged by His
example, to finish off the huge hulks with incredible speed. To what a marvelous and rousing spectacle
were the assembled people treated as these great structures moved nearer to launching! When their
indefatigable Founder and Builder, now moving topside, now below, now circling round, tested the
soundness of each part, the power of the machinery, and the precision of all the preparations and by
command, encouragement, ingenuity, and the quick skill of His tireless hands, rectified the defects which
He had detected. In this unflagging zeal, this invincible persistence in labor, the legendary prowess of the
ancients was shown in Peter's day to have been not fiction but the very truth! ... 

I say nothing of the assistance afforded in this matter by other wise institutions, but will mention the
increase or external revenues. Divine Providence aided the good designs and efforts of Peter, through His
hand opening new ports of the Varangian [Baltic] Sea at towns conquered by His valor and erected by His
own labors. Great rivers were joined for the more convenient passage of Russian merchants, duty
regulations were established, and commercial treaties with various peoples were concluded. What benefit
proceeded from the growth of this abundance within and without has been clear from the very foundation
of these institutions, for while continuing to fight a burdensome war for twenty years Russia was free from
depts.

What, then, have all Peter's great deeds already been depicted in my feeble sketch? Oh, how much labor
still remains for my thoughts, voice, and tongue! I ask you, my Listeners, out of your knowledge to
consider how much assiduous effort was required for the foundation and establishment of a judiciary, and
for the institution of the Governing Senate, the Most Holy Synod, the state colleges, the chancelleries, and
the other governmental offices with their laws, regulations, and statutes; for the establishment of the table
of ranks and the introduction of decorations as outward tokens of merit and favor; and finally, for foreign
policy, missions, and alliances with foreign powers. You may contemplate all these things yourselves with
minds enlightened by Peter. ... 

Nothing can serve me so well to demonstrate the kindness and gentleness of His heart as His
incomparable graciousness toward His subjects. Superbly endowed as He was, elevated in His Majesty, and
exalted by most glorious deeds, He did but the more increase and adorn these things by His incomparable
graciousness. Often He moved amongst His subjects simply, countenancing neither the pomp that
proclaims the monarch's presence nor servility. Often anyone afoot was free to meet Him, to follow Him, to
walk along with Him, to start a conversation if so inclined. In former times many Sovereigns were carried
on the shoulders and heads of their slaves; graciousness exalted Him above these very Sovereigns. At the
very time of festivity and relaxation important business would be brought to Him; but the importance did
not decrease gaiety, nor did simplicity lessen the importance. How He awaited, received, and greeted His
loyal subjects! What gaiety there was at His table! He asked questions, listened, answered, discussed as
with friends; and whatever time was saved at table by the small number of dishes was spent in gracious
conversation. Amid so many cares of state He lived at ease as among friends. Into how many tiny huts of
craftsmen did He bring His Majesty, and heartened with His presence His most lowly, but skilled and loyal,
servants. How often He joined them in the exercise of their crafts and in various labors. For He attracted
more by example than He compelled by force. And if there was anything which then seemed to be
compulsion, it now stands revealed as a benefaction. ...